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CONNECTING
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WITH SKILLED WORKERS
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SPEAK TO US ABOUT GAINING UP TO $20,000 FOR
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•
•

Experienced and Qualified
Staff
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• Available for Interviews
• Extra Incentives apply if employed as a
Trainee or Apprentice

The Skilling Queenslanders for
Work - Community Work Skills
Initiative connects skilled
workers with employment
w hi l s t providing practical
training.

business@gea.asn.au

CONTACT
Megan Corrie –
Project Coordinator
0499 729 060

4/69 Goondoon St Gladstone QLD 4680

(07) 4972 9060

Skilling Queenslanders for Work GEA Trainees
CERTIFICATE I in BUSINESS TRAINEES
Jed Lutton (Eligible for Youth Boost Funding - $20,000)
Jed is a dedicated, enthusiastic and hard-working person who is looking to learn new skills
while undertaking a Business Administration traineeship. Jed is currently completing a
Bachelor of Law, which has added to his reading and comprehension ability. He has
previously worked in retail, which allowed him to develop excellent customer service skills
and the ability to problem solve. Jed has also worked in multiple labouring positions, which
helped him understand the importance of workplace health and safety.

Cassidy Gee Kee (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $20,000)
Cassidy has two years’ experience in customer service where she worked in a fast-paced
supermarket and busy chemist. She is a hard-working, motivated and focused person who
hopes to gain and develop skills and experience whilst in the training program. She has an
excellent comprehension of Microsoft Office Suite and is eager and open to learning new
skills whilst working on her professional development. Cassidy works very well in a team
environment as well as individual tasks. She is not afraid of a challenge and always presents
herself in a professional manner.

Daisy Sawyer (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Daisy has over 4 years’ experience working within the retail industry. Daisy’s skills include
effective time management, customer service and sales, in store and via phone enquiries,
money handling; serving customers, banking, balancing registers and problem solving.
Daisy’s biggest achievement was at her starting position as a junior at Gladstone Lincraft at
2014 and then becoming supervisor within the first three and a half years of working within
the company. Daisy is reliable, hardworking and eager to learn new skills to further her
professional development.

Emma Welch (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Emma has 8 years’ experience in the hospitality industry. In this time Emma has developed
time management, problem solving and strong communication skills. In previous roles she
was responsible for the service of food and beverages, training of new staff, customer service
and general cleaning. Emma is hard working, dependable and excited to learn new skills to
further her professional development.
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CERTIFICATE I in BUSINESS TRAINEES
Jasmine Schinella (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Jasmine has 4 years’ experience in retail, hospitality and animal welfare. Her previous roles
have provided her experience to demonstrate her excellent communication and customer
service skills. Jasmine’s abilities include time management, organisation, problem solving
and an ability to multi-task. She is hardworking, reliable and eager to learn new skills to
further her professional development. Jasmine has completed her Bachelor of Arts and is
currently completing her Certificate I in Business Administration.

Kahlia Higgins (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
With over 6 years of experience in retail, Kahlia has a great understanding of customer
service and has gained skills such as communication, time management, organization and
problem solving. Kahlia demonstrates professionalism and can carry out tasks efficiently in
both a team and as an individual. Kahlia completed a Certificate I in Information Technology
while at High School and has excellent computer and Microsoft Suite knowledge. Kahlia is
hard-working, reliable and is excited to learn new skills to further her professional
development.

Josephine Gibson (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Josephine has 7 years’ experience working in the retail and hospitality industry. Josephine’s
skills include excellent customer services, time management, organisational and phone
skills. Whilst working in retail Josephine undertook task such as; customer service,
answering phone calls in a professional manner, training of new staff and general office and
cleaning duties. Josephine is a hardworking, enthusiastic and reliable person who is eager
to further her skills, qualifications and development.

Christine Shipard (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Christine is a highly motivated professional with over 25 years’ experience in administration
and business support roles. Christine has experience in a variety of business sectors
including engineering, mining/industrial, government (local and state) and finance.
Christine is enthusiastic and self-motivated with a strong desire to develop new skill sets.
Christine has completed her Certificate IV in Business Administration, holds a Positive
Notice Blue Card and Construction White Card and is seeking to further contribute her
experience, skills and expertise to a future employer.
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Abbey Downie (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Abbey has extensive knowledge in customer service and comes from a background in
hospitality and retail sales. Abbey portrays outstanding leadership skills, approachability,
great problem solving, advanced mathematic skills, and has an organisational driven
personality. Abbey is experienced in daily reporting, taking detailed legible notes, and
completing time sensitive priority tasks. Abbey has the ability to work independently in fast
paced working environments and understands the importance of being a contributing team
member. Abbey is a driven young lady eager to improve her skill set and educational training
in order to progress within the administrative fields.

Teanne Noonan (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Teanne has worked within the hospitality industry for the past six years and has also had an
upbringing within the Sales/Real Estate sector. Teanne has excellent skills in customer service,
effective time management, the ability to maintain busy and control fast paced environments and
effectively complete all legal and mandatory documents. Through Anglicare, Teanne has also gained
the ability to handle stressful situations in an appropriate and timely manner. Teanne’s greatest
achievements to date; are receiving her Certificate III in Commercial Cookery, as well as being an
employee in Residential Support at Anglicare, at the age of 20. Teanne is hardworking, reliable,
punctual and eager to learn new skills and development.

Jackie Perryer (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Jackie has a diverse skill set with over 10 years’ experience managing her own cleaning
business and over five years in business support roles. Jackie is seeking to gain employment
within a local company, Jackie consistently participates in a professional development
training to broaden her employment opportunities. Jackie is a solution orientated, loyal,
committed and a reliable employee with a bubbly positive attitude. Jackie is a self-driven
individual with a passion for helping people and with her outstanding communication skills
she will be a delight to work with and beneficial to any employers.

Rachel Cutts (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Rachel has over 10 years’ experience in retail, working predominantly in management roles
at fast paced stores. She has excellent customer service skills, the ability to problem solve,
follow all OHS and works well with her peers. She has a Certificate III in Retail Operations
and an Industry White Card. Rachel also has experience in hospitality working in local cafes’
and pubs and she has gained her RSA & RSG certificates. Rachel is a hard worker and looking
to gain as much experience from any opportunity she is given.
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Charmaine Bennett (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $15,000)
Charmaine is a qualified bookkeeper with more than 15 years’ experience. She is highly
focused and experienced in security management for events with comprehensive
experience of financial management for the security of international events, such as Top
Gear South Africa (SA), MasterChef (SA) and soccer events at the Kinkspark Stadium.
Charmaine is comfortable working in high pressured environments and is capable in
multitasking across a wide range of administrative areas and is very competent with
computer program’s such as Microsoft Office, PowerPoint, Outlook and various accounting
packages.

Jason Lalo (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Jason has over 18 years of experience in the areas of business operations, sales, marketing,
administration and customer service. As an administrator, he improved system procedures and
conducted internal audits at multiple sites to ensure compliance and standardisation of the
processes are implemented. He also developed the solar energy division of the company that
created a new business division. Jason also designs and installs solar systems with high WHS
standards. He completed his Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and does IT technical support
and troubleshooting in his spare time. He holds a current Working Safely at Heights, Construction
White Card and High-Risk Forklift Licence.

CERTIFICATE I in CONSERVATION AND LAND MANAGEMENT TRAINEES
Caelan Corrin (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Caelan is an enthusiastic, hard working person who has gained a diverse skill set since high
school by completing a Certificate III in Surface Extraction Operations including, wheel loader,
haul truck and compactor tickets. He also holds a current Construction White Card, Working at
Heights and Working in Confined Spaces. For the past 20 months after completing high school
in 2016 Caelan has been working as a vending machine replenisher delivering product and
servicing the Gladstone and surrounding area. Caelan has also worked as a delivery driver, he
enjoys working outside in labourer style roles and is currently searching for employment and
experience in a land management or an earthmoving role.

Celeste Jeffers (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Celeste is a graduate of environmental sciences with five years of volunteer experience in
conservation and land management and has previously worked in retail. In past roles she has
received training for fuel spill management, fire safety, and armed hold-ups, as well as stock
control and customer service. She has a Cert I in Animal Studies, a Diploma of Science majoring
in Environment & Sustainability, and has training in agricultural settings where she worked in
horticulture, grounds maintenance, fencing, livestock handling, and soil science. Celeste is selfmotivated and keen to advance her career in natural resource management, particularly
conservation, weed and pest management, and land rehabilitation.
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Gregory Lawton (Eligible for Back to Work - $15,000 + $10,000 Federal Funding)
Greg has approximately 14 years’ experience working in the construction industry in
various sectors, including mining, civil and main roads areas. During this time, he has
developed a wide range of skills and gained recognized accreditations. Some of Greg’s
past roles include surveyors’ assistant, soil tester, labourer and laboratory manager. He
holds a construction white card, SARC Yellow Card, Nuclear Densimeter Licence,
Standard 11 and Coal Board Medical. Greg is reliable, hardworking and looking forward
to increasing his skills and experience within the land conservation, mining or
construction industries.

Jasmine Davis (Eligible for Back to Work - $10,000 + $6,500 Federal Funding)
Jasmine has over 10 years’ experience in several fields, ranging from hospitality, horticulture and
labouring. Jasmine holds a current Working at Heights, Confined Spaces, Horticulture, Industry
White Card and more qualifications. Jasmine’s main goal for the future is to secure a position
within the mining or construction industry. Jasmine is reliable, hardworking and looking forward
to increasing her skills and experience.

Jasmine Sheppard (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Jasmine has previously worked independently as a Telecommunications Technician for Foxtel
for the past three years completing installations in Gladstone and other locations in Queensland.
Jasmine also has previous experience working as meat works packer and slicer, civil construction
labourer, cattle station labourer with tasks such as mustering, branding, fencing and onsite
maintenance. Jasmine has experience in using many types of tools and machinery and holds her
open cabling licence, working at heights ticket and open manual car licence. Jasmine is friendly,
reliable, a hard worker and looking to expand on her knowledge, skills and to peruse her
telecommunications career further or move over into the construction field.

Jessie Bell (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Jessie has over five years’ experience working in the hospitality industry as well as 4 years as a
labourer in the construction and manufacturing industry. Jessie has gained many skills working
within both industries skills such as customers service, the ability to problem solve, multi task
and preform heavy labouring tasks safety. Jessie have also successfully completed his Certificate
2 in Engineering and Certificate 1 in Automotive. He also holds a current High Risk Forklift licence
and he is currently searching for employment to gain new skills and experience. Jessie is
respectful, honest and takes pride in his work and anything he undertakes
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Laurine Calcedo (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $10,000)
Laurine has over six years in construction ranging from work on oil & gas plants as a Trades
Assistant/Peggy, Traffic Controller and Meter Reader. Previous to this Laurine was a Team
Leader for two years in a highly pressurized industrial bakery located in Victoria. Laurine holds
a current High Risk Work Licence (EWP), Working in Confined Spaces, Working at Heights, First
Aid, Open Qld Drivers Licence, White Card, and NT Traffic Control (WZ2 & WZ3). Laurine enjoys
working outside in labour style roles and is excited for new experiences within the land,
conservation and construction industry.

Sarah Dollery (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $10,000)
Sarah is a skilled worker looking to return to the workforce and gain more skills and knowledge in
construction industry fields. Sarah has had 3 years’ experience labouring, in a fast-paced health
and safety conscious environment, working closely with equipment such as forklifts, conveyors
and trucks. Sarah is looking for the next step in building her career and has recently completed
some self-funded training to work towards that goal. Sarah has a current Working Safely at
Heights, Confined Spaces, First Aid, Construction White Card qualifications, and High-Risk Forklift
Licence. Sarah enjoys hands on and physical roles, that require a high level of attention to detail.
Sarah is reliable, motivated, hardworking and eager to learn new skills and launch in to a career.

Stephanie Beckman (Eligible for Back to Work Payment - $15,000)
Stephanie has accumulated a diverse skill set over the past 14 years of work history. With previous
experience in hospitality, customer service, administration, industrial cleaning, trades assistant
roles and security operations, she has a fundamental understanding of a variety of roles and the
Workplace Health and Safety requirements that come with each. Stephanie is looking to widen
her skill set and begin her career in conservation and land management. She has a passion for
horticulture, native wildlife and the preservation of their environments.

William (Billy) Johnstone (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Billy has experience as a meat process worker and retail division. Billy has an open MR class driver’s
license, white card, current confined spaces and gas test atmospheres qualifications. He has
successfully completed a certificate III in Driving Operations and is working towards a Certificate I
in Conservation and Land Management. He is self-driven, reliable and shows great work ethic. Billy
is looking forward to new employment opportunities in the land management or construction
industry.
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Coen Muller (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Coen’s past roles include retail team member, furniture removalist, labourer and meat works
packer. Coen is looking to gain and develop new skills to fulfil a career in the construction or civil
industry. Coen holds a current Drivers Licence, First Aid Qualification and Construction White
Card. Coen is a team player, employs excellent communication skills and ensures he completes
each task to the best of his ability. He enjoys working outside in labour style roles and is excited
for new experiences within the land conservation and construction industries.

CERTIFICATE I in CONSTRUCTION TRAINEES
Neve Gadd (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Neve is a motivated and outgoing person who strives to broaden her skills and knowledge. She
holds her industry white card, Heavy Rigid Licence and has been successful in attaining her
Certificate 3 in Surface Extraction and various other tickets. From working in the retail and
hospitality industry to serving our country in the Australian Defence Force, Neve is excited for
new experiences within the construction industry.

Kyle Bailey (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Kyle is a hardworking, enthusiastic and outgoing person who started work young delivering mail
for four years. He has also done casual labouring whilst in school, as well as working at
McDonalds for 5 years working his way up to crew trainer. Kyle also holds a current Construction
White Card, Cert 3 Surface Extraction, Standard 11, Working at Heights, Confined Spaces, Haul
Truck and Roller. Kyle is honest, respectful and takes pride in his work.

Ben O’Donnell (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $10,000)
Ben has 11 years in the construction industry both residential, commercial also heavy industry
environments he brings a versatile set of skills and experience. Ben has worked in and around
multiple trades including concreters, carpenters, plumbers, electricians and painters on various
work sites such as gas plants, smelters, refineries and mine sites. Ben is experienced across a
wide range of tooling and site safety processes involved in the day to day operations. Ben holds
a current working at heights, confined spaces, white construction card, high risk fork lift licence
and high pressure water jetting qualifications. Ben is reliable and looking to enhance his skills
and experience in the construction industries.
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Blake Johnson (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Blake’s work previous experience extends from retail, hospitality and construction. Blake recently
began his first-year fitter and turner apprenticeship at a local workshop and is looking to continue
his apprenticeship training. Whilst in his first year Blake was responsible for operating and servicing
forklifts, test and overhaul of PSV’s and control valves, sandblasting, hydrotesting and bolting
flanges. Blake also has experience working as a labourer undergoing tasks such as concreting,
plastering, painting, trenching, basic carpentry and maintenance tasks. Blake is self-driven, reliable
and shows great work ethic.

Brendan Gosley (Eligible for Youth Boost Payment - $20,000)
Brendan has 2 years’ experience working in the construction industry. He understands the
importance of following workplace procedures and has a great attitude towards work ethic. Some of
the tasks he was responsible for were preparation of the work site, site housekeeping, laying mesh,
boxing up and pouring concrete. Brendan has also had experience assisting with landscape and
conservation work; using specific equipment to maintain gardens including; whipper snipping,
watering, weeding, and planting of new plants. Brendan is hard working, and ready to give anything
a go, he is hoping this will lead him towards his goal of working in construction industry.

Fiona Hughes (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $10,000)
Fiona has 8 years’ experience in Construction, Site Maintenance and Oil and Gas Industry. With an
accompanying 25 years in customer retail service, her skills include great communication, problem
solving, ability to multi task and terrific organizational skills. She is hardworking, reliable and eager
to learn new skills. Fiona has a solid track record of achieving Key Performance Indicators and
budgets whilst working in retail. Fiona has 7 years’ experience as Store Person, Trades Assistant,
data, document control and payroll. Fiona holds a current LR drivers license, Conduct in Service
Safety Testing and White Construction Card qualifications.

Greg Talbot (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $10,000)
Greg has over 15 years’ experience within the construction and civil construction industry. He has
a wide variety of skills and able to use most power tools and in the past has had his own Handy
Man business. Greg has also worked in yard, warehouse, dogger and labourer style roles. Greg
has his current forklift ticket, Dog man ticket, HR Truck licence. Greg is looking to enhance his
skills in the construction industry and secure ongoing work.
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Joseph Webb (Eligible for Back to Work - $15,000 + $,6500 Federal Funding)
Joseph has over 10 years’ experience as a labourer, yard and store person fulfilling tasks as picking
and packing orders, loading and unloading trucks using a forklift and general warehouse duties.
Joseph also has experience as in conservation and land management. Joseph is looking to widen
his skill set and start his future in the construction industry. Joseph has a current drivers licence,
White Construction Card, Cert III in Warehousing, High Work Licence Elevated Work Platform (WP)
and Forklift (LF) licence. Joseph understands the importance of working safely and effectively in a
work place.

Rhonda Franklin (Eligible for Back to Work Funding - $10,000)
Rhonda has over 10 years’ experience as a store person working in various types of warehouses
and work sites. Rhonda has an outstanding knowledge in all facets of the role and takes pride is
her organization and communication skills. Some of the tasks she has performed include picking
packing orders, delivery to customers, load and unload trucks, data entry, email and liaising with
customers and problem solving. Rhonda also has experience as a Trades Assistant in the
Construction Industry. She is looking for a new challenge and has a thirst to learn. Rhonda has
current High-Risk Work Licence Forklift (LF), Gantry Crane (CB) and Enter and Work in Confined
Spaces. Rhonda has a high regard for Safety and Companies Policies and Procedures.

Troy Tapas (Eligible for Youth Boost Work Funding - $20,000)
Troy is a hardworking, enthusiastic and outgoing person who has been in the construction Industry
for the past two years and is eager to continue his career in this direction. He also has experience
in a fast-paced environment from his time in the food industry and has completed qualifications
such as Cert III Surface Extraction, Construction White card, Blue MediPass medical, Standard 11,
Work at Heights and Confined Spaces. Troy understands the importance of working safely and
effectively in the work place. He is looking gain more knowledge and experience to widen his skill
set for the future career.

